
Data has become the lynchpin of studying at James Cook University. Students both on 

campus and online access 21,000 hours of recorded lectures and other video material, with 

over 95,000 hours logged in consuming it. As Swain Kirk, Head of James Cook University’s 

(JCU) ICT Infrastructure Services says, “Our data is exploding.”

 With campuses and locations across Australia and overseas and students connecting from 

across the world from every time zone, all that content - to say nothing of the email servers, 

administration documents and more – needs to be available all the time.

 Kirk explains that his team, together with management, has recently instituted a strategy 

that will take the University through to 2021 and transform it into a digital learning hub.

 First thing on the agenda was data availability. “We looked at our backup environment and 

realised the capacity around the legacy system licensing deal constrained us,” he says. “It 

wasn’t going to be able to support our growth, which is in the order of terabytes daily.”

 He says the University discovered not only that there were constraints around ingress-

based service licensing, but it cost even more time (and therefore money) because the ICT 

team had to change to suit the legacy backup and recovery system rather than the other 

way around. Every time Kirk’s needs met the limits of the old environment, it required an 

expensive and cumbersome rework of backup policies.

The Veeam Solution

 When Kirk went to market, JCU decided it would choose a partner and a product that 

moved with and adhered to its needs as they grew rather than the other way around.

 With content on physical servers, cloud services and in software like Office 365 and 

Sharepoint, integration was the order of the day – of any app and any data across any cloud 

or service. As the University believed, backup and replication are the engines that drive hyper-

availability. “It’s not just about backup,” Kirk says, “it’s easy to back up. It’s the ability to restore 

in an efficient manner that counts.”

 Veeam Hyper-Availability Platform offered the University something that’s been a 

cornerstone of our product offering for a long time – a single pane of glass, the at-a-glance 

view of the entire disaster recovery (DR) status at any moment, presented neatly and simply.

 In fact, Kirk considered Veeam’s five stages of intelligent data management in perfect 

alignment with the approach the University wanted to take.

 The first pillar is to ensure backups are recoverable quickly, supported by regular audits 

and testing. Second is aggregation, which takes account of and protects all data across the 

organisation regardless of physical (or virtual) location or proximity to other services, ensuring 

constant access.
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 Third is visibility, executed through our single pane of glass approach. Fourth is 

orchestration, optimising resources across workloads and locations, properly managing a 

distributed computing approach. And fifth is automation, using data analysis and machine 

learning and working with application developers to constantly streamline the backup and 

recovery infrastructure.

 The five stages of intelligent data management combine into a philosophy of ease of use 

and simplicity for the user, and it’s an approach Kirk appreciated not just in the product specs, 

but in his entire dealings with Veeam. “We selected Veeam because of its simplicity,” he says, 

“it was a very easy platform to move to.”

 He adds that the University was able to transform in a seamless manner, replicating their 

legacy backup environment directly into Veeam Hyper-Availability Platform. “We ran in parallel 

for three months and had no regrets about turning the old one off,” he says.

 Now, Kirk says policies drive the backup according to their needs, backup and recovery 

evolving with James Cook University’s growth and any necessary changes performed with 

more efficiency than ever.

 It’s enabled through Veeam’s API-first approach, deploying strategic partnerships with 

other providers and making integration with their service through the Veeam platform easy, 

integrations that allow for the highest level SLAs.

 As Kirk says, the University’s backup completion rates have gone from 96 or 97 percent 

under their old provider with a score so far of 100 percent with Veeam.

 As the University’s data needs grow, backup and recovery can serve another vital purpose; 

development and testing. With complete and up-to-the-instant copies of all the data, Kirk and 

his team can continue to innovate on secondary datasets without disrupting the live workloads 

of the University. n
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